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Plant Problems in

California Gullies
Vegetation of aU types is proving invaluable

in halting barranca erosion in tfie West.

' By Aa Ea Mc Clymonds
CHIEF AGRONOMIST CALIFORNIA PROJECT

The California gully, or "barranca", as it is more commonly known,

presents problems of control that demand not only special methods of

treatment, but a complete harmony of attack by the engineer and the ag-

ronomist. To appreciate properly the handicaps imposed upon the plants-

man it should be remembered that Southern California would be little

more than a desert were it not for irrigation. It is a country where

rain seldom falls in the eight months from March to December, during

which time all but the major watercourses are dry and barren wastes. Due

to the extremely high mountains, with their sparsely vegetated and steep

pitching watersheds, the winter storms sweep down with terrific force,

taxing to the very limit all attempts to retard or control the erosive

effects of the water.

Check dams, when unassisted by vegetative methods of control, have

a high percentage of failures. In one case, out of 900 check-dams built

by private landowners in one watershed, only one survived a recent storm.

This was in the Montrose area during the storm of December 3i#i933. Such

experiences have definitely pointed to the necessity of a planting pro-

gram along with the use of dams. The agronomist is thus forced to over-

come the handicap of arid, or semi-arid, climatic conditions if he ex-

pects to succeed.

The dimensions of the barrancas being controlled often approach

those of gorges, with perpendicular walls fifty to seventy feet high and

widths of as jnuch as three hundred feet or more. In one area of forty-

seven square miles there are twelve barrancas of major size, taking from

cultivation more than one hundred thousand dollars worth of tillable land.

One of these barrancas has carried away on an average more than nineteen

cubic yards of soil every day of its life for forty-one years, and that

is not allowing for the fact that there are eight months of every year

when it is completely dry.

Plants, when once established, not only insure the efficiency of

check dams long beyond their normal life but continue to grow in value
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<fc> soil holding agents, ana as absorptive measures Li retarding the
run-off. The ideal plant in arid and semi-ana regions BOS l, of
course, ccienc upon Us abilii> lo survive tb« ion^ periods witnout
rain, aud should be of a type tnat seeds heavily witn an Inherited
aeans o! scattering its seed — either oy actiou of the wind or by
necnanical propulsion. In California it must grow rapidly, have a
Urge soil-rioldiug root system, and not only be able to stand pro-
longed periods of drouth, but severe conditions of heat and cold as
well.

The willow isalix species) is not only proving of excellent value
= insuring the permanency of check dams, but, when once

established, continues to grow under conditions hardly favorable to

.-.os i water loving plants. It is planted by inserting cuttings along

Ike sues of the stream beds during wet periods, with care being taken

01 to place them in the direct path of the overfall. Giant lyme

-5 fElyBius condensates) , a native type of vegetation in this region,

is also proving an excellent preventive of side cutting, when used

along the borders of the silting basins.

liter silting has occurred behind a check dam the need is for a

plant that will resist the cutting action of the running water. Ber-

muda grass would be ideal for this purpose were it not considered a

noxious weed in the state. Generally grasses of this type with

sioiens, or running root stocks, are proving effective. Kikuyu grass

Stum clandestine!*) , an importation from Africa, is proving very

effective as a silt anchoring means and also as a covering for the

apron below the dam. Australian Salt bush iAtriplex seaibaccata) has

:eeii found satisfactory for the steeper banlts of the check dams.

Where prevention of side cutting in deep barrancas is the prob-

lem, the planting is always done along the banks, leaving the center

unobstructed as a water course. When further silting of tne water

coarse is cesired vegetative jetties are slanted down stream from

baakj and tne plants used in forming these barriers are selected

foi their tenacious root systems, plus their tendency to bend over

form a mat of protective vegetation when the high water comes.

Mater Motie { Baccharis glutinosa) has been found to possess the de-

siredqualities and to withstand the varied climatic conditions it is

.^^ectfcG to in this state.

Where the gully or barranca makes an abrupt turn, with a result-

ant eating into the bank on one side, it has been found effective to

plant willows in a mass formation on the eroding or outer side of the

turn, witn a straight line of willows on the inside to protect that

bask, snould the stream ever attempt to swing back. It has been found

icio^it in a numoer of cases to dig a new channel for the water
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along the course desired in order to protect the plantings until they

are of sufficient size to withstand the floods. As these plantings

grow older they will require trimming in order to prevent their plug-

ging of the water course and spreading of the winter floods against

the banks. This method has already been the means of saving valuable

walnut acreage in California.

While it is all but impossible to grow any plant upon the tower-

ing vertical walls of the larger barrancas, it is believed that proper

proper protection for the base of the walls, plus vegetative control

along their upper edges, will serve to stabilize them for indefinite

periods of time.

For holding the sides of the smaller gullies, where check dams

have been installed, Giant lyme grass is being used quite success-

fully. Kikuyu grass is also being planted along the side walls and

across the tops of the silted basins. The above mentioned, in con-

junctiou with native plants and shrubs, such as Wild tobacco bush

iNicotiana glauca) , Saltbush Utriplex breweni) , Sagebrush (Artemesia
«

Californica), and Bush sunflower iEncella Californica) , will unques-

tionably stabilize the smaller watercourses when proper head control

measures are provided.

In considering plants best suited for the arid conditions found

in California, willows undoubtedly deserve to be ranked among the

highest. They have but two faults, their lack of drouth resistance,

and their susceptibility to extermination from overgrazing. Overgraz-
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ing undoubtedly accounts for their complete elimination along many

water courses in the state where they were formerly a natural protec-

tion. Planted willows in California will grow and spread by root

sprouts in soils too dry to permit their increasing by natural seeding.

Eucalyptus (commonly known on the Pacific Coast as "Gum" trees)

were originally brought in from Australia. They are fast growing;

attain a great height; have excellent soil holding root systems; and

are very drouth resistant. The gray gums are the best suited for ex-

tremely dry regions, with the red and blue varieties following.

Water motie^ commonly mistaken for willows by many people, has an

excellent root system, plus the tendency to bend before the winter

floods, forming a protective mat of vegetation on the stream bed.

Giant lyme grass, known locally as cane grass, seeds heavily

under favorable conditions; has excellent forage qualities; and pos-

sesses a very tenacious root system. No other grass has been found

equal to it for use on check dams in California.

Australian salt bush, a low lying plant that forms a mat over the

ground, besides being drouth resistant has the unique quality of being

fire resistant. The great value of a fire resistant plant, in gully

control, cannot be realized unless one considers the thousands of

square miles of precious watershed coverings that have been destroyed

by constantly recurring fires during the rainless seasons. Unfortun-

ately, this plant has a tap root and is not as valuable as a soil

holder as those possessing root systems.

Elephant, or Napier grass iPennisetum parpureum) , is a coarse

perennial that reaches a height of 8 to 12 feet when mature. It is

moderately drouth resistant, and has a very dense fibrous root system.

It has much the same habits of growth as sugar cane, and grows in

clumps containing from twenty to two hundred canes, of about one inch

in thickness.

While this article does not pretend to cover completely the place

of plants in gully control, it has outlined the recommended methods of

procedure with the plants of proven value as used in California. It

is believed that the results of our work here on the Pacific Coast may

be of interest to others, particularly those West of the Mississippi

River, and it is with that thought in mind that this paper has been

written.

Editor's Note: Mr. McClymonds, author of this article,

has recently been appointed Regional Director of the

newly established Soil Erosion Service projects in

Eastern Colorado.

-0-
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Importance of

Developing

Native Grasses
By C.R.Enlow

SENIOR AGRONOMIST, BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

In traveling the broad expanse of our country after one has be-

come erosion conscious, the enormity of any nation wide erosion con-

trol program becomes increasingly evident. From the eroded slopes

and fields of the Dakotas to the gullies of the Piedmont, erosion is

evident in a multiplicity of forms and in varying degrees.

Any program of erosion control that does not take into consider-

ation the fundamental principles of land use must certainly come to

an early and inglorious end. Noi only that, it will prove a distinct

handicap to any future work and delay, rather than hasten the fulfill-

of a general program of erosion control. For this reason, among

others, the program should be very carefullc. planned, and all costly

methods and temporary devices should be discarded. The really sound

and economical policy, particularly at this time of low land values,

must be built around tne use of vegetation.

It is natural that the first extensive projects in erosion con-

trol should be startec in the more intensely farmed areas where ero-

sion is severe. In general, these regions have considerable rainfall

witn many dashing rains tnat make it difficult to plant large fields

jrn, cotton, other row crops, and even small grains or grass with-

out much erosion damage. It seems evident, in order to secure immed-

iate results ana thus ootain further support for an expanded program,

there has oecn a tendency to overemphasize mechanical devices. The

builGing of terraces generally iorces the farmer into contour farming.

In many caseo, certainly, wnere terraces have been constructed, strip

farming alune would suffice. Terraces cost money, and in addition to

increasing tne price of tae land add to the difficulties of farming

practice. Undoubtedly terraces ao have a distinct place in the ero-

sion control program, but certainly should not be constructed if other
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and cheaper control is possible. It is unfortunate that such an im-

portant program as erosion control should of necessity, due to short

time appropriations, be pushed so rapidly toward completion. A more

leisurely and less expensive program, looking toward cropping methods

to prevent erosion largely through the employment of strip ana con-

tour farming, crop rotation, and wherever possible with erosion

slopes in permanent vegetation, seems more sound, economical and far

reaching.

The problems connected with the establishment of close growing

vegetation, such as grasses, alfalfa, lespedezas, clovers and others

in the humid regions, while frequently difficult, are much less so

than in the more arid regions. Any program of erosion control in the

dry regions of the western states must of necessity be done very

economically as the land is low in price and expensive methods are

not justifiable.

In the west, millions of acres of. range land, formerly well cov-

ered with vegetation, are now almost devoid of vegetation and eroding

rapidly. Each year the situation becomes worse. Floods are proving

more of a menace, irrigation reservoirs are filling rapidly with sed-

iment and sources of water for the cities are an ever increasing

problem.

Apparently the solution of these enormous problems lies in the

improvement of vegetation on the dry ranges, and reestablishing

grass and other plants in formerly cultivated or severely grazed land

where it has disappeared. Regulated grazing by livestock will no

doubt help materially, but any program of control will be greatly ac-

celerated by seeding grasses adapted to the region. The problem here

is finding plants that can be seeded successfully.

It has always been taken for granted that our native western

grasses, the Andropogons, Agropyrons, Boutelouas, Stipas, Festucas and

others are such poor seeders that to commercialize these plants for

use in recovering the land they formerly occupied is impossible. Pre-

liminary work, however, by the Division of Plant Exploration and In-

troduction, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Department of Agriculture,

in gathering, threshing and testing the seed of many species, makes it

appear possible to develop many of the grasses and other plants for

wide use. Naturally the final answer lies in the results outained from

plantings of the seed, which have been and are to be made in many plac-

es, but it is not difficult to anticipate a degree of success. The

problem involves the development of machinery for harvesting, thresh-

ing, cleaning and sowing the seed, selection of strains of the grasses

that are outstanding for erosion control and seed production, and stud-

ies involving the method, time and rates of seeding. Tests have been
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made on the percentage of seed found iu me glumes, ana also on germ-

ination. Further studies are under way on delayed germination and

loss of viability. This work must also be Carried on for several

years, as 1 t has been noted there is a great Variation in seed pro-

duction ffom year to year, depending on climatic conditions.

fchile many grasses occur in large areas at present, and can be

harvested directly from the ranges, many others are found in scattered

stands and in limited quantities. It is possible some of the less

..... ... ones can be developed readily and will be cultivated fur seed

production. Many of our fanners have realized considerable income

from the production of seed of introduced grasses, legumes and other

plants iD the past, and no doubt will in the future from many of our

native plants now growing wild on our range laud.

It is hoped that the Soil Erosion Service will give this program

all possible encouragement. It must be understood t-hat it is im-

possible to make large quantities of seed immediately available, and

that experimental studies are necessary before large scale production

can t>€ cA^cctea. The work is being pushed forward as rapidly as pos-

sible ana will continue to be within the limit of the funds available.

-0-

GOPHERS MENACE TERRACES IN TEXAS

Complete eradication of gophers or salamanders in the Duck Creek

watersncc is the object of a poisoning and trapping campaign now under

.he Soil Erosion Service at Lindale, Texas, in cooperation with

the U. S. Biolo b ical Survey of tne Department of Agriculture and the

I. ft M. College of Texas.

The poisoning work is being done on the farms by employees of

tne Service at the reqatot of the farmers concerned and is entirely

without cost to the farmers. To date, more than 140 farmers nave re-

quested the Soil Erosion Service to send men on their lands to do this

work.

when the number of gophers has been so reduced that it is no

longer profitable to poison .them, traps will be set for the stragglers.

It is hignly important to the farmer that gophers be eradicated

or at least greatly reduced in numbers. No terrace is too wide for a

t to burrow tr.rough i t at the base, thereby permitting water to

run under and wasn out the terrace. Gophers are also quite destructive

to contour furrows in pastures and to the pastures themselves, as well

as doing great damage to practically every crop grown in East Texas.

-0-
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And So We Crow
The Soil Erosion Service expands
VJ-iih eight more sturdy blows cui

tke Farmers nemesis.

By Leland Barrows
SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE DIRECTOR

Extent of the Soil Erosion Service program has been increased by

more than one-fourth since the January issue of "The Land: Today and

Tomorrow" went to press. Eight new erosion control projects compris-

ing a total area of more than. 12,000,000 acres in eight states have

been established by the Service within the past month. Work on

twelve separate watershed areas has been initiated under allotments

totaling $1,110,000.

The largest of the new projects comprises more than 11,500,000

acres in the watershed of the Rio Grande River in New Mexico. On

February a, $200,000 was allotted to inaugurate a comprehensive ero-

sion control program in this important and seriously affected area.

On private lands, which constitute roughly half of the region, and on

the 1,375,000 acres of Indian lands, demonstration areas will be set

up. Badly wasted areas will be revegetated, and throughout the water-

shed land use practices to prevent overgrazing and to conserve soil

and rainfall will be initiated.

"Every important type of erosion characteristic of the Southwest

is prevalent in this watershed", a report on the area by Hugh G. Cal-

kins, Regional Director of the Navajo project, states. "Silt is being

produced in large quantities by sheet erosion, headward gully cutting,

and the vertical and lateral carving of stream channel banks. The

same processes destroy irrigated farms, irrigation and drainage ditch-

es, and pasture land, and add enormously to the construction and main-

tenance costs of highways and railways".

Two new projects expanding the efforts of the Service to combat

wind erosion were included among seven projects announced on January

16. South Dakota was added to the list of states on which projects

are situated when two areas in Beadle County were selected for demon-

stration purposes. The larger area comprises approximately 142,000

acres on Shue Creek near the city of Huron. The smaller covers 38,000

acres adjacent to the town of Wolsey. Both are in representative,
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highly developed farm land where farm abandonment is rapidly increas-
ing as a result of uncontrolled wind erosion. Mr. Harry J. Clemmer
of Kansas, a graduate of Oklahoma A. ft M. College, has been selected
as Clonal director. He is long accustomed to dealiug with problems
of wind erosion in his work at Agricultural Experiment Stations at

hart, Texas; tfoodward, Oklahoma; and Garden City, Kansas. The new

project has been allotted Si 25,000.

Two areas aggregating ?5o,noo acres constitute a new project

which has been established in Colorado. In the larger of these, ap-

proximately 120,000 acres in the watershed of the Smoky Hill River in

Cheyenne rounty near the Kansas-Colorado line, wind erosion is a

principal problem. About 30,000 acres in the demonstration area is

now in cultivation, and the entire tract is bordering on the submarg-

mal because of unchecked erosion.

The upper watershed of Black Squirrel Creek in F,l Paso County

near Colorado Springs is the site of the smaller section of the Colo-

rado project. Approximately 100,000 acres has been selected because

of its severe problems of wind and water erosion representative of

the general agricultural region just east of the Rocky Mountains. Be-

tween ten and fifteen percent of the area is in cultivation. Most of

the remainder is composed of fertile grazing lands which are threat-

ened by encroaching sand dunes and deep gullies. The initial allot-

ment for the joint Colorado project totals $125,000.

The first demonstration area to be established in New York State

was included among the projects announced on January 16. An area of

150,000 acres on the upper watershed of the Cohocton River in Steuben

anc Livingston counties was selected because of its severely eroded

condition ana its representative character. The area, a large part

of which is under cultivation, is one of rich rolling uplands inter-

ne. ;ec by deep valleys, and is especially susceptible to sheet ero-

tica. Potato raising and dairying are the principal agricultural ac-

tivities. An allotment of $135,000 has been assigned to the project,

aL:: F. B. Howe, Regional Director of the Soil Erosion Survey at

Ithaca, New York, has oeen selected to direct the work.

m small but critically eroded drainage areas in Pittsylvania

and Henry Counties near Danville, Virginia, have been chosen for dem-

OBStratioaal purposes in tne Virginia Piedmont. Tracts totaling ap-

proximately 25,000 acres will be treated, under an allotment of

$125,000. The new area will be administered as a sub-project of the

existing demonstration project on the Bannister River near Chatham,

ana under the supervision of P. P. Bill, its Regional Director.

The intensively cultivated coastal plains region of Georgia has

been selected as the site of the second erosion control project to be
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established in mat stale by the Service. The new project comprises

an area of 3^.000 acres in Marion and Schley Counties on the upper

--^ershed of the Big Muckalee Creek, and a contiguous tract of 22,000

acres on the Little Huckalee Creek in Schley and Sumpter Counties. A

project office has been located at the southern end of the area in the

CitJ of Americus. Work at the project will be in charge of Loy E.

Rast, Regional Director of the Athens project. An allotment of

S150.000 has been granted for the new area.

The remaining two of the new projects were established in the

Southwest, in Arkansas and Oklahoma. The Arkansas project comprises

approximately 25.000 acres on Crawley's Ridge in the eastern part of

the state, between Jonesboro and Forest City, in a region of peculiar

loessial soils which are highly erodible. Erosion has already become

c aeriOBfi problem. The initial allotment for the area is $125,000.

Pred C, Newport, Regional Director of the East Cadron Creek project

will direct work on the new project from his present headquarters at

wray. A project office may later be established near the new area.

Oklahoma, regarded as one of the most severely eroded states in

the Union, is receiving its second erosion control project w^th the

establishment of a demonstration area of 40,000 acres on Pecan Creek

near Muskogee. This is in a region of valuable farm land which was

broken for cultivation in 1907, -yet is already seriously impoverished

by sheet-washing. An allotment of $150,000 has been granted for the

which will be directed by N. E. Winters, Regional) Director at

Stillwater.

-G-
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Natural Terraces for the

West Virginia Hills

By M.MiHoover
REGIONAL DIRECTOR, SPENCER PROJECT

The antiquity of man has long been recognized but we are ever

eager to add to that growing store of information which uncovers de-

tails of life that existed in past ages.

Project No. 13, which is located in central West Virginia, has

many natural terraces that have resulted from unequal weathering of

the parent rock strata. These natural terraces follow the contour

and it is here that man first learned to concentrate his agricultural

efforts.

At present, we find that much of the farming is confined to

these relatively narrow contour benches. Erosion which ordinarily

would be ruinous on soils of such topography has been practically

eliminated by the rock outcrops between benches which for the most

part have a good covering of vegetation, shrubs or trees.

In planning the reorganization for the farms within the project

area, the agronomists and foresters have recognized the value of these

natural terraces in their programs. For example, the agronomist, in

working out his rotation plan, would treat the level benches as fields

occupying definite places in a regular rotation plan. Thus, one will

find corn, small grain and meadow occupying contour bench strips at

different levels in the same field. The border of each bench strip

being a rock outcrop and permanently covered with vegetation, the a~

mount of runoff is confined to a relatively small width of bench.

The forester has also taken advantage of these natural contour

terraces and encouraged the planting of trees on the steep and rocky

intervals between the benches. This has reached its maximum develop-

ment in pasture areas that have been cleared of their timber to make

way for pasture development. Many of these pasture fields have as

many as four or five distinct natural terraces that may not be wide

enough to permit agricultural development but do make excellent graz-

ing areas.

When this plan of reforestation has become established we find as

many as four or five bands of trees planted on the contour and between

these trees will be as many strips of relatively flat benches which

will support a good stand of grass. Thus, the pasture slope will not

be one continuous grazing area but broken by alternate bands of trees.

Recent studies made on the relation of certain tree species to

kind and density of pasture grasses indicate that grass species ac-
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companying walnut and locust stands are actually superior as to dens-

ity and desirability of species, especially Kentucky bluegrass as com-

pared to those ^rass species found outside of this shade relationship.

Many pasture areas in recent years have been severely damaged by

severe slips that have occurred on the steeper slopes. These slips

have become more severe and numerous since the grass cover has been

depleted as the result of decreasing fertility and heavy grazing.

Bands of trees planted on the steep intervals of a given slope will

provide protection against slips as well as check runoff.

Htrt natural bencnes are farmed. Steep slopes
are permitted to grow a natural protective cover.
Soy oeans on top, aeadow between and pasture
below.

Tne narrow bencnes are protected froa above by
woods, browse and grass on 30$ to 50$ slopes.
Here water is retarded and soil is built up. Tne
field below is not gullied nor buried in debris.
Proa top to lower rignt: coro, trees, aeadow,
native grass, corn, browse, aeadow - soybeans;
pasture at tne bottoa.

-0-
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Overgrazing— A Reality

By Robt.V. Boyle

CHIEF OF RANGE MANAGEMENT, NAVAJO PROJECT

NOTE: The rfavajo Project personnel took particular note of the

article "Overgrazing - A Popular Fallacy" in the November issue

of "The Land: Today and Tomorrow". Those of us who have spent

the greater part of our lives in combating the overgrazing evil

considered the article as a challenge. The challenge is being
accepted, all the more readily because it is a bout within the
family. The following criticism is meant as a friendly rebuke
and is inspired by the belief that, since "silence is consent",
something should be said. H. G. Calkins, Regional Director.

To a "grazing man" the statement that overgrazing is a popular

fall icy is as a red flag to a bull even when the assertion is followed

up with exceptions and localizations. So long have we been preaching

the gospel of conservative use of the forage that it seems almost sac-

rilegious for any one concerned with the preservation of our natural

resources to even whisper anything that could be construed as encour-

aging that awful scourge - overgrazing. Let us hope that no Western

rancher ever hears that in our official publication there was an ar-

ticle that not only intimated by emphasized the belief that "over-

grazing" was an over-worked word. Half our battle would be lost.

We resent the statement that in the West "the best grazing plants

are annuals." It is true that in Southern Arizona, and in the San

Joaquin Valley and the Mojave Desert of California the spring growth

of annuals contributes largely to the range carrying capacity; also,

in the Northwest, cheetgrass, an annual, is considered by some stock-

men as an asset. However, there is considerable evidence pointing to-

ward the fact that these annuals have largely replaced the original

perennial vegetation - because of overgrazing. Annual grasses because

of their ephemeral characteristics and their absolute dependence upon

favorable climatic conditions are not as valuable either as forage or

cover as perennials. Space does not permit the mentioning of more than

a few of our valuable perennial grasses: grama (several species),

curly mesquite, wheat grass, buffalo grass, Texas timothy, drop seed,

fescue, muhlenbergia, galleta, brome and the poas, including Kentucky

blue grass. It will be noted that at least five of these are sod or

turf-forming grasses.
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Study and observation have revealed that in many places the util-

isation of bunch grasses has resulted in replacement by sod grasses.

Throughout the West there are great areas of grama, curly mesquite and

buffalo grasses where once bunch grasses were predominant. These in-

vaders are superior as forage because of their greater palatability to

livestock and because they will withstand heavier grazing than the

bunch grasses. Whether, under these conditions, they are as effective

in holding soil and water in place as the climax vegetation has not

been definitely determined.

By the laws of plant physiology there is a degree of utilization

that can be considered proper for every plant. Thi3 percentage of al-

lowable utilization will vary greatly by species and habitat but in no

case can the use be 100 percent if the plant is to thrive and repro-

tecc either by seed or vegetatively. Whenever sod-grass ranges are

grazed consistently beyond a certain point, during the growing season,

it is certain that disaster will result. Whenever a pasture contin-

ues, year after year, to "hold up" and to support a given number of

Lirestock regardless of how great the number may be, it is equally as

certain mat the pasture is not overgrazed. The man in a humid region

wno does not allow his Kentucky blue grass pasture to be grazed short-

er than two inches is a conservative and far-sighted individual. Two

Laches of blue 0 rass leafage is in all probability ample .to allow for

r^nufacture of plant food. But let him double the number of his stock

and observe whether or not overgrazing is a popular fallacy!

It is wondered if the recommended use of Kentucky blue grass to

within two iaches of the ground is based on scientific research or if

it is merely empirical. There has been a great deal of very scientif-

ic researcn on pasture management under all conditions. Some very

noteworthy and detailed work was done in the humid regions of England.

C. H. Harrison, of the National Research Council, University of Ariz-

ona, determined by exhaustive 3tudy that when Kentucky blue grass was

clipped beyond a certain point it ceased tillering.

Another important factor that enters into what constitutes proper

forage is the height or volume growth required to effectively

retard runoff. In other words when there is a torrential rain, espec-

ially on sloping ground, there should be sufficient aerial growth to

act as a mechanical barrier in holding velocity of water to a. safe

medium.

It is well recognized that there are many ecological factors that

enter into the making of a good or poor pasture. When eliminating the

biotic factors, the environment nas everything to do with what grows

on a given site and with what luxuriance it grows. If abuse has made

a poor pasture out of a good one the chances are that the environment
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has been changed through lowering of the water-table, erosion, deple-

tion of fertility, etc. In the West it does not pay to put fertilizer

on grazing land. In the humid regions it is doubtful if the farmer

could be induced to fertilize his depleted pastures unless he had ab-

solute proof that he would get quick returns on his investment. That

being the case it would seem wise to graze denuded pasture very con-

servatively, allowing some vegetation to decay each year and thus

gradually increase the organic content of the soil in the age-old

manner. *

It is readily agreed that overgrazing is not a universal prac-

tice. Usually in every locality there is at least one man who points

with pride to his good range or pasture and who attributes conserva-

tive stocking to its excellence. In many cases he doe3 graze more an-

imals per a given area than his neighbors but this is usually because

he has maintained the productivity of his land through judicious use

while others have exploited their resources without regard for the fu-

ture. Even assuming that his land was originally the best in the lo-

cality, had he not taken care of it, it would not now be a source of

pride.

Recently there was released an authentic technicolor moving pic-

ture showing interesting features of Switzerland. It was interesting

indeed to note that, in that country where the grazing of domestic

livestock has been practiced not for hundreds of years but for a

thousand years at least, the milk goats were grazing over the sloping

mountain pastures up to their knees in luxuriant forage!

-0-
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Relation of E.C.W. Camps
to Soil Erosion Service

By J.C. I i nd lev

E.C.VV. SUPERVISING ENGINEER

For a number of years men engaged in agricultural pursuits, the

Girl farmer, the government expert, the engineer, the extension agent,

r.ave had tneir attention irrevocably directed toward the growing men-
ace of accelerated soil erosion. Exceptional farmers and cattlemen

recognised the existence of the problem and tried to solve it by var-

ied expedients. Conditions were acknowledged to be bad; but, on the

oriole, little or nothing was done about it.

The few people who would not be quiet about it, and who insisted

that corrective measures had to be applied and existing causes re-

moved, were regarded as cranks or publicity seekers, and had a hard

lime ..aking themselves heard amidst noise and confusion of a prosper-

ous nation going about its business. With the depression, and the con-

sequent paralysis of a good portion of that business many men had

more lime to listen to cranks, time to ponder, and time to awaken.

After long years of travail, there was instituted in the Depart-

aent of the Interior, the Soil "Erosion Service, clothed with the proper

authority and vested with sufficient funds to set up in strategically

located areas important and impressive demonst rational erosion control

projects

.

The C.W.A. with its need for work projects acted as the starting

lever on many of these areas. Bearing in mind the necessarily tempor-

ary character of C.W.A. employment, those directing the affairs of the

tew Service turned to the Emergency Conservation Work, the great new

restore in social relief inaugurated in the Spring of 1932.

Allocation of twenty-two ECW camps to the Soil Erosion Service

for the third camp period, April l, 1934 - September 30, 1934, has

been of great value in forwarding this work. The camps were located

ol fourteen of the project areas, assignment being made of one or more

ca.-T.ps to an area as conditions warranted. Twelve of the 172 new 200-

nan camps established in the drought stricken area of the country dur-

ing the Summer of 193a were allocated to this Service. At the end of

the third period, the work accomplished in the camps was used as a

justification of their continuance during the fourth camp period. This

request met with the approval of the Director, Mr. Robert Fechner, who

also approved the assignment of seventeen additional camps to this Ser-
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vice for the winter period, so that at the present writing there are,
in all, 51 camps being operated by the Soil Erosion Service.

The work of these camps is largely restricted to gully control.
Gullies occur in every state and outlying possession of this Union.
They are caused, obviously, by water flowing at a velocity sufficient

to move and carry away soil particles. They are often started by art-

ificial means, - plow furrows, paths and trails, wheel ruts, and al-
most invariably by the farm yard runoff. The longer the stream the
greater the capacity for erosion. Nature's own methods of checking
some of her own processes are the ones that man has to make use of.

First comes the establishment of a new and less sloping grade for the

stream bed, thereby lessening the velocity and to a large degree the

cutting and carrying power of the stream. Second is the fixing of

the surface of this new grade line by means of a vegetative cover.,

with its surface litter and obstructions to flow and its sub-surface

network of roots.

This new grade line can be obtained by a combination of check

dams, pits, mounds, ditches, contour furrows, dikes, application of

natural physical and structural landscape features, planting, with-

drawal from cultivation of certain lands and innumerable related ob-

jects and undertakings. Probably check dams of varying sizes will be

used more than any other structures.

With the necessity of putting men to work as quickly as possible

on C.W.A. and related projects the actual work often got ahead of the

program. Engineering, of necessity, has lagged a little behind ac-

complishment. This is exactly the reverse of the ideal condition and

an effort is now being made to correlate the various engineering fea-

tures that have been used in the construction of check dams and to

make the work in camps easier for foreman and men by establishing cer-

tain standards for the varying types of structures that come under the

head of check dams.

There are included in the work projects a wide range of soils,

agricultural belts, geographical locations and topographical condi-

tions; the Piedmont regions of the Southeast, the overgrazed alluvial

valleys of the Southwest, the Wheat Belt of the Northwest, the gla-

ciated soils of the upper Mississippi Valley, the Black Belt of Tex-

as and the windblown soils of the Middle West. A variety of control

measures are being applied, combining engineering, forestry, cropping

and land-planning practices, based on the variations of soil, topo-

graphy, rainfall, types of agriculture and related conditions.

In using the CCC men on private land bear in mind that the work

is not to be done for the benefit of the owner of that land but for
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the benefit of the community. The men arc not to be used even on

b ully coutrol on the land of a single individual unless the gullies

on mat land form a menace to the ifunl lj ,

In addition to the work which a landowner can do on his own land

there is a large amount of work that should be done that he is unable

to do, -that he is usually not competent to li,ie up. It is work of

this nature, and there is plenty of it in a properly coordinated pro-

gram, that will enable our staff and caiap engineers to keep busy lay-

ing, out work for the enrollees.

I wish to coomiend as especially helpful the handbooks of erosion

control issued severally by the Illinois project and the Ohio project.

It is hoped that other areas will emulate these examples, and from

tne data so assembled there may be worked out a handbook of erosion

control that will be of general application.

Five steps la gully control are shown in

tne group of photographs on tne opposite

page. Tne pnotograpns, taken on the Illi-

nois area, are:

3-2*2. A typical gully cutting through the
heart of Illinois' Pest dirt.

3-14U. Sane gully, showing the starting of
the building of a wire check, daa.

7-147. The daa, completed with sod bank.
apron on the front.

ft- 879 . Saae gully, after the banks were
worked off, seeded and vegetation starting.
Tne wire check is In the very front. The
nedge in the back of picture 3-232 was
trlaaed to usi the posts and brush. for
gaily structures.

3-132. Tnls shows a Multiple post daa built
at the nead of tne gully. This type of daa
t&s proven very satisfactory for placeaent
la saaller gullies to check head erosion. The
nedge in tne rear was triamed to use for
strac tares.
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Floods Show Need for

Erosion Control

By Dr. N*E- Winters
REGIONAL DIRECTOR OKLAHOMA PROJECTS

Oklahoma streams which remain dry several months each year and

surge with flood waters when heavy rains fall show definitely the im-

portance of obtaining a more even water runoff from cultivated fields,

pastures and woodlancs oy means of erosion control measures.

The devastating drought of 19 3^ which placed thousands of farmers

on the relief rolls is another forceful reminder of the need for a

weil rounded soil conservation and water control program. It is a

well known fact that droughts and floods, ab a general rule, are com-

panion foes. Rainfall must be controlled where it falls, if these

pestilences are to be obliterated.

Results of the field experiments on the Soil Erosion Experiment

Station at Guthrie during the last five years show some startling re-

sults as to the effects of crop and soil management upon conservation

of soil and the control of water runoff. Consider the following re-

sults:

AVERAGE ANNUAL SOIL AND WATER LOSS

Percentage Soil Loss
runoff tons per acre

Continuous clean cultivated cotton
wltn rows up and down tne slope

Continuous cotton where surface
soil is gone

Rotation (cotton, wneat, sweet
clover)

A gcod vegetative grass cover

Burning up all vegetation once each year on grass and woodland

has multiplied the runoff by 38 and made the soil losses 13 times

greater.

From one heavy rain in 193*1 a runoff of over 70% and a soil loss

of 3.25 tons per acre was suffered from a poor farming system, where-

as from a good farming system with cotton planted on the contour with

erosion resistant strips of alfalfa, the runoff was 1.37$ and the soil

loss .028 of one ton.

The results from terracing cultivated fields with an annual rain-

fall exceeding 30 inches show a loss of water varying from 16% to 30^5

of tne rainfall in the discharge from the ends of terraces, and a

soil loss in tons per acre varying from ] to 15 tons per acre annual-

15.68

29.53

12.21

1. 37

26.68

•*4. 22

5.9

.038
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ly, depending upon the type of the terrace, the cropping system used,

and the intensity of rainfall. In central and eastern Oklahoma, ter-

races alone do not conserve much water, but they delay the runoff

which is a big factor in flood control.

In the plains section on the deep permi able Chernozem soils with

gentle slopes and an annual rainfall varying from 15 to 25 inches,

the soils generally have an absorptive capacity for about tio inches

of rainfall annually. Under these conditions, strip cropping, con-

tour farming and level terraces may be used for conserving practically

all of the water that falls on the fields.

The very nature of erosion control makes it a primary step in

flood control. The erosion control program as practiced in Oklahoma

includes ten salient points, namely: (1) crpp rotation, ( 2) strip

cropping, (3) contour farming, (a) terracing, (5) prevention of fire

and overgrazing, (6) contour furrowing of pasture lands, (7' planting

trees and grass on badly eroded lands, (8) use of winter cover crops,

(9 J control of gullies, and (10) construction of farm reservoirs. Each

of these erosion control practices is obviously a means of flood pre-

vention.

Water that is kept on fields, where it falls, to be used for

plant production cannot cause floods; nor can excess water from culti-

vated fields, pastures, woodlands, or badly gullied fields become de-

structive when it is directed to farm reservoirs. These reservoirs

supply water for livestock and act as silting basins to keep practic-

ally all the soil out of creeks and rivers and let the excess water go

off as clear water, delayed in its runoff in protection against damag-

ing floods.

Floods cannot be successfully controlled by construction of res-

ervoirs unless the entire watershed above the reservoir is protected

from erosion. Out of 56 major reservoirs in the United States, 13

have been completely filled with sediment in less than 30 years.

If we are to get anywhere in the direction of permanent flood con-

trol in this country, it is a physically determined fact that erosion

must be controlled from the very crest of the ridges down across the

watersheds where floods originate and where silt loads are picked up,

to the banks of the streams and thence to their mouths.

There is no reason or object in continuing flood control work up-

on the "piece-meal" basis by which we have attacked the problem in the

past, especially since we find that after 50 years of work and the

enormous expenditure of billions of dollars, we are now more seriously

menaced by floods than ever before.

Erosion control, as a necessary and primary step in flood control,

combined with the impounding of water for large lakes to furnish water
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for cities, recreational centers, power And irrigation, will give our

nation a soil and water conservation program which will at the same

time conserve our agriculture as the basis of material prosperity to

our entire population.

(All figures quoted in this article were used
through the courtesy of the Bureau of Chemistry
and Soils, U. S. Department of Agriculture)

.

WASHINGTON PRACTICEP EROSION CONTROL

George Washington may not have been the first to practice ero-

sion control, but he was among the first in America to acknowledge

the ravages of, erosion and to attempt to maintain his rich farm lands

in their fertile state. His foresight as a scientific farmer is ev-

idenced by letters on display in the Library of Congress.

Oil December 10, 1799 — four days before his death, the first

President wrote final instructions to his farm overseer, Mr. Anderson,

listing erosion control as a major item in the plan of operations.

Washington had three farms, and on each soil losses presented a

problem. To Anderson he wrote, concerning his Muddy Hole farm:

"The washed and gullied parts of it ought to be levelled and

smoothed, and as far as it can be accomplished, covered with Litter,

straw, weeds, corn stalks, or any other kind of vegitable rubbish, to

bind together, and to prevent the earth from gullying."

Not only did Washington realize the necessity of keeping a cover

of vegetation — he termed it "vegitable rubbish" — on the ground,

Dut he practiced crop rotation and other methods of sound land use,

such as keeping eroded lands out of cultivation. The latter practice,

along with crop rotation, is among the methods advanced by the Soil

Erosion Service in its watershed demonstration areas.

Similar instructions were outlined by Mr. Washington for his

"liver farm." And field No. 2, on his "Union farm", an "indifferent

field, washed in some places, gullied in others, and rich in none",

was to oe "prevented from getting worse, and becoming such eye sores

as they now are.

"

Washington's erosion control measures, while not exactly in line

wita the most modern methods developed and urged by the Soil Erosion

Service, were fundamentally correct, according to Director Bennett.

-0-
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H. A, riuecfc, Erosion Specialist, who planned this far®
layout* standing on tne corn strip terrace, and Elmer
Manske, cooperator, standing on tne next lower terrace
wnicn is seeded to oats and alfalfa.

Eliminating Point Rows

By

LK.Landon G. Rye r son
CHIEF AGRONOMIST CHIEF ENGINEER

COON CREEK PROJECT

Consensus of opinion among erosion-minded people is that terraced

land should be farmed on the contour or parallel to, rather than across

from, the terraces. However, it is frequently difficult to persuade

some farm Pperator who is not yet fully erosion-conscious to agree to

this method of farming.

There are many farmers who realize the benefits to be derived

from having their farms terraced, but who feel that the problem of

point Vows presents an insurmountable difficulty. This seems to be

the stock argument against terracing since we insist that all cultiva-

tion must be done parallel to the terraces that the Soil Erosion Ser-

vice builds on the Coon Creek project.

It is true that unless the terraces are parallel, or very nearly

so, there are bound to be point rows if the entire area between ter-

races is planted to row crops. But, is it necessary to plant a row

crop from one terrace to the other? What other crops are to be grown

in the rotation? Cannot these crops be interspersed with the row

crops? The usual answer is: "Sure, we grow other crops between other

terraces, but you still have point rows between any pair of terraces."

It cannot be denied that there will be point rows between non-

paorallel terraces, but why not have these point rows in a hay or small
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grain crop. Cutting a strip of irregular width with a mower is not

early so inconvenient as turning a cultivator in the middle of a

corn field.

nany cases the area above the upper terrace is so irregular

id shape that it is almost impossible to completely contour it. When

this area is La corn one possibility is to plant as many full length

rows of corn as possible on the crest of the ridge and to utilize the

remaining irregularly shaped areas for potatoes or other truck which

will not cause so much inconvenience.

Imagine a field of irregular slope on which terraces A, B, and

C have been built with an average horizontal spacing of 70 feet. Be-

cause of the unevenness of the slope this 70 foot average will in-

clude some 50 and some 100 foot spacings. In a case like this we ad-

vocate plowing a strip 35 feet each side of terrace A and planting a

strip of 30 rows of corn, 10 above and 10 below the terrace.

The second year do the sane on terrace B and plant oats and

clover on the corn strip of the previous year, but continue this

planting until it reaches the corn strip on terrace B. In those

places where the terraces are less than 70 feet apart there will be

areas that will not grow any corn at all but will grow oats and two

years of hay.

The third year a 70 foot strip, centered on terrace C, will be

planted to corn and the previous year's corn land seeded to oats and

clover down to the corn. The strip on terrace A will be in hay this

year. The fourth year it will be planted to corn again leaving any

irregularities in width in hay for the second year.

This system of combining terracing and strip cropping has proven

to be quite satisfactory on the Coon Creek project and we feel that

both phases of the work are materially strengthened by the combina-

tion. The terraces make a permanent contour marker for the center of

the strips and the strips assure contour cultivation for terrace

iLaintenance.

-0-

EXHIBIT PREPARED BY OHIO PROJECT

Part of the "Soil and Water Conservation Exhibition" held at

the Clarendon Hotel in Zanesville during January and February was an

exhibit prepared by the Soil Erosion Service showing an average hill

farm before and after erosion control.

During the month of January this exhibit was visited by over

2500 people residing in Southeastern Ohio and surrounding regions.

-0-
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Photography and Soil Erosion

By R.F.Copple

AGRONOMIST SPENCER PROJECT

The Soil Erosion Service since its beginning has attempted to

make use of every available implement which might aid in awakening

the American farmer to the problem of erosion and enlist him voluntar-

ily in a national program to conserve the soil.

Not the least important of the implements at hand was photography,

and the Service has constantly stressed the potency of the photograph

in emphasizing the acute need for action to combat erosion. Where the

printed word is drab and uninteresting, the Service realized, pictures

tell a grapoic and absorbing story — a story readable at a glance by

everyone. But there are photographs and photographs, just as there

are fiddlers and violinists. Behind each photograph should be a rea-

son for its existence. It should not, like Topsy, "just grow up".

Before a photograph is taken, definite plans should be made in

order to save both time and motion. Even with careful planning how-

ever, there are a number of situations which lead a photographer al-

most to despair. One is the weather, but even that obstacle can some-

times be overcome by proper knowledge of photographic technique.

In the pasture survey work in West Virginia and in the New England

States, for instance, the best turf photographs were made during cloudy

weather or by shading the area to be photographed. Vertical photo-

graphs made in bright sunlight usually show too many shadows and oc-

casionally some loss in detail. Wind usually causes the most "head-

aches", especially during cloudy weather. The best results for turf

photographs under these conditions were had by using a four foot strip

of grass rug about 20 feet long which was curled around the quadrat

which protects the vegetation from wind movement as well as from

shadows.

Close-ups of soil profiles have usually been best during sunshine

by digging the pits to be photographed in such position which natur-

ally shades the soil cut. If the profile is in the sunshine, it is

advisable to shade the area by the photographer or some other means.

The ideal day for turf and soil profiles is when the sun is obscured

by high, thin clouds. Topographic views are usually best during sun-

shine in order to make use of shadows, especially where contours are

shown. In order to take advantage of contour shadows, a definite time

of day is necessary for the best results. Here the kind of exposure

determines the time of day for the photograph.
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Panoramic views are de-

sirable to show topography

over a large area. Where

strip cropping is involved,

frequently more than one

photograph is desired. First,

the camera should be level.

Light pencil marks may be

made on the back of the metal

bar above the lens which per-

lits sighting across the cam-

era, thus indicating the dis-

tance it is necessary to

swing the camera from right to left in order to make the photographs

"jibe".

Usually the best re-

sults are had by using a

small aperture or diaphragm,

i* to 32 or smaller. This

of course usually necessi-

tates a time exposure. Ap-

proximately 95* of our pho-

tographs have been taken

under these conditions. The

exposuremeter should not be

considered as just another

impediment hanging around

your neck, but an essential

part. of photography. The photographic record is likewise very essen-

tial and should be com-

plete. It should be es-

pecially marked for loca-

tion so that it will aid in

securing repeat photographs,

which after all will prove

a pictorial barometer of

the success of our work.

Finally, the purpose

of the photograph — the

story it has to tell —
should be kept constantly

in mind while the picture

is oeing taxen. A good photograph requires time and patience, but it

is worth it.
-0-
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Road Ripper Added at Mankato

By CX.Martin

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEER , KANSAS PROJECT

Ripper loosening compacted soil in terrace cnannel.
Sartn will be removed witn a rotary fresno to build
up a low place in tne terrace ridge.

A "road ripper" has been added to the construction equipment of

the Soil Erosion Service in its Limestone Creek area at Mankato,

Kansas.

This machine is a tool developed for the primary purpose of tear-

ing loose compacted soils or surfaces so that loose earth moving ma-

chinery or tools may handle the earth more rapidly and economically.

The use of the road ripper in this country is an innovation in terrace

construction.

This tool is an adaptation of the chisel cultivator in that it is

built heavier and has a greater penetrating depth in breaking loose the

soil. The power required to pull the roao ripper and do effective work

is a 50 horse-power tractor. It would be possible to approach or at-

tain the same results with a chisel cultivator on areas where the large

type tractors are not available.

The ripper has been used on the Limestone area in breaking loose

the earth in the channels of outlets and interception ditches before

blading out the channels, and in building the levees to retain the wat-

er in the finished channel.

In the construction of terraces the ripper has proven to be a val-

uable tool. It is a tool that permits a terrace design that will ap-

proach a desirable terrace from the standpoint of contour farming and
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cropping of Ue laud. U <iios the design of terraces that to a great

extent permit the straightening of terrace Lines ami the easement of

curves arcana the points of the hills and across the irregularities

of the field contours. Cuts and fills in the terrace lines are wade

more easily with the ripper, as it leaves the earth in the terrace

channels in such condition that it is easily moved with a fresno to

L1C point of the fill. It also eliminates any necessity of disturb-

ing any of the terraced area to obtain earth for fills except in the

area of the terrace channel. As a result of such operation of ter-

racing, there is no disturbance of the topsoil between the terrace

lines

.

The r|pper can be used to a distinct advantage where terraces are

built with a blade, particularly on the steeper slopes, where it is

necessary to cove a considerable amount of earth into the terrace

ridge to provide ample terrace height, channel depth, and adequate

slope on the lower side of the terrace. This will permit farming op-

erations to continue unhampered by steep slopes on the lower side of

the terrace.

Qmp acted eartn la terrace cnanuel torn up wltn
roaa ripper.

-0-

HASK TWAIN GETS AN ANSWER AT LAST

Mark Twain once said everybody talks about the weather but no-

body does anything about it. But auw the* government is doing some-

thing aoout it. And it plans to do more. The weather — with its

rains, winds, storms — is rapidly reducing tne fertility of the soil.

The government is studying the problem and intends to do something.— Spokane Daily Chronicle.
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BYWAY
BIOGRAPHY

V/m. A. F. Stephenson

Cnief of operations

trained in political science and public administration at the Univer-

sity of Chicago and Vanderbilt University. . .left the former without

completing his Ph.D.... has made public administration bis avocation

as well as his life's work... born in Chicago, September 3, 1904,

which gives him a total of thirty years resting on his broad should-

ers... after leaving school in 1927 Stephenson worked up the scale,

with the business end of

the Chicago Tribune,

broker, then Assistant

Chief of the Social Science

Division of "A Century of

Progress", later Supervis-

or of Exhibits. . .raised

the funds for the division's

buildings and exhibits. .

.

in 1933, went to the Agri-

cultural Adjustment Admin-

istration as Commodity

Chief ...sponsored by such

men as Dr. Luther Gulick,

Dr. C. E. Merriam, Louis

Brownlow, Donald Slesinger,

and Leonard D. White...

came to the Soil Erosion Service in January, 1934, where he has

handled the business end... tall, energetic, vitriolic, popular...
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THE DISINTERESTED
OBSERVER

Th?£ Pr^ss and the Public

speak their m'wds about the S.E.S.

TdiionaZ in the CHARLOTTE, N. C. NEVS:

"Every fifth acre... This report from the Federal Soil Erosion

Service is astounding and would be no less alarming were it

not that the same agency which brings the bad news also in-

tends to supply the remedy..." (Jan. 17)

.

Editorial in the INDIANA, PA. EVENING GAZETTE:

"At this time the experts from the Federal Government are go-
ing into their work actively in their attempt to interest
the farmers in the object lesson in erosion prevention in

this country. .

.

"These hillside lands have been eroded so slowly and so grad-

ually that the farmers have not noticed the departure of

their soils at any one time, and probably some c^f them think

those soils have not gone, and that their lands are now about

as they always were...

"If each farmer will follow the instructions of these erosion
experts, and improve their lands as they direct, these
washed-out farms will soon be as fertile as they were when
the white man took them off the hands of nature and turned
forests into fields. But the farmer must act." (Feb. 13).

Editorial in the CHAMPAIGN-URBANA, III., NEWS GAZETTE:

"...we must, as President Roosevelt says, take notice of the
losses that unrestrained exploitation has caused... of the
cutting of our last stands of virgin timber; of the increas-
ing floods; of the washing away of millions of acres of our
top soils... in short, the evils that we have brought upon
ourselves today and the even greater evils that will attend
our children unless we act...

"we haa everything a land could desire. . .millions of acres of

fertile soil. We have built upon that foundation. It ought
to be obvious that if we dissipate these resources. .. and
permit our farm lands to deteriorate, we are simply knocking
out the foundation on which the whole structure rests.

"After we have done wnatever is possible to beat the depres-
sion, we shall still be under the necessity of preserving
this foundation..." (Feb 8).
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Editorial in the SOUTHERN AGRICULTURIST:

"The old saying that what is everybody's business is nobody's

business has never found better illustration than in the

matter of soil erosion. For many years farm leaders have

been protesting that the washing away of the soil was a
tragedy; but while some heeded their warnings, terracing
their lands, rotating their crops and following other ap-
proved practices, there were many who went on in the old
way . .

.

"The Mississippi Valley Committee estimates that a twenty-
year Federal erosion program, calling for joint action with

states, counties, land districts and individual owners,

would cost the national government $20,000,000 a year. That,

the commit te adds, 'is but a minute fraction of the cost of

erosion,' probably about 5 per cent.

"Congress should provide the funds for carrying this program
forward. Such an expenditure is as true economy as is the
expenditure of a little money from time to time on lubrica-
tion to prevent a car from burning out its bearings."
(February, 1935>.

Letter front COOPERATOR S. J. fouler, Chatham, Va. , Project:

"I noticed in your monthly bulletin that you would like to

know what the farmers think of the Soil Erosion. I, speaking
for myself, cannot express in words how I appreciate what

they have done for me on my farm. The only regret that I

have is that I could not have had this work twenty-five
years ago... I feel, as if we shouldn't let our farms go down
because our days are about spent; but we should look forward
for the next generation.

"Today I would not take one thousand dollars for the terrac-
ing alone. I have had all of my farm terraced and we have
had some rains to test the value of the terraces. Of them
all I had only one terrace to break. I want to congratulate
each group of men that worked on my farm for knowing their
work so well.

"I would like to thank our president, Mr. F. D. Roosevelt, one
of the greatest presidents to the laboring class that has
ever been, for giving us poor farmers this work. It is worth
so much more to give it this way than to have given it in

money for there would have been little land improved. I

think if we farmers will only cooperate with our government
and the erosion groups we will have the garden spot of the

world some day .

" ( Feb . 6 ) .

-0-

Soil erosion in the Tennessee basin contributes to a low stand-

ard of living, Edward C. Richards, TVA forester, asserted in a recent

session of United States District Court at Birmingham, Alabama, the

Associated Press reports. Where early settlers made a fortune from

the land, the grandsons barely eked a living, another witness said.

-0-
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Commencement Speech in 1887

Warned of Soil Erosion

B\ Harold Ca Anthony
EXTENSION AGENT MINDEN PROJECT

It was fifty-seven years ago that the people of the area located

in Project 15 of the Soil Erosion Service received their first warn-

ing of the evils of uncontrolled erosion, according to an interesting

story recently printed in the Minden (La.) Signal-Tribune.

It was 'way back in 1877 that Daniel Webster Stewart, now a ven-

erable citizen, and then a 17-year-old youth searching for a suitable

subject for his "commencement speech" at the old Homer Male Academy,

saw the devastation caused by uncontrolled runoff of rain water and

pointed out the facts to his elders.

"You Soil Erosion Service folks are doiug a great work", Mr.

Stewart said to Acting Regional Director M. M. Mims, "Dut I was 'way

ahead of you and I wish you had been fifty years earlier. " So say-

ing, Mr. Stewart produced his essay written as a youth back in 1877.

The essay, entitled "What Will Become of the World", reads in

part as follows:

"...The chemists will tell you that water is the most wonderful

of all fluids and displays more evidence of Divine wisdom and good-

ness than any other known substance; while viewed as a physical agent

it is equally wonderful and performs many wonderful works io the econ-

omy of nature. We see its effects all around us, for it is heaving

to the bottom of the sea the surface of this old world of ours, and

every year is hastening on its destructive work. Our lands are being

carried off by every shower and our own town seems, sometimes, to be

floating away on the sanay waves. The mountains and the hills are be-

cniselea away on every side and swept down to the valley below..."

"Every brook and rivulet ia ladened with the soil which it car-

ries to the rivers from whence it is swept on into the broad ocean.

This work is going on day after day and year after year with increas-

ing force. .

.

'Vhile tnis is tne condition of affairs at present, the rate is

all the time increasing by the act of man. More of this territory is

being put in cultivation every year, the timber is being taken off, it

is loosened up by the plow, anQ the waters bear it off more rapidly."

Daniel Webster Stewart had a vision 60 years ago of tne wasteful-

ness that was taking place in our nation. The Soil Erosion Service nas

accepted the cnallenge. At last we have sought to meet the problem with

tne weapons of energy, acvanced thinking, ana coordinated effort.
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Erosion in Relation to

Trail Construction

By Hugh G* Calkins

REGIONAL DIRECTOR NAVAJO PROJECT

Although improper farming practices are usually thought of as

the most serious causes of accelerated erosion, it should be remem-

bered that any disturoance of the vegetative cover of the soil is a

potential source of washing. The opening of roads and trails and the

establishment of farm lanes and barn-lots, raise problems of erosion

control which those responsible for their creation must solve.

When it is realized that the silt deposited by runoff from a

given amount of rain falling on bare ground may be from 10 to 100

times as great as that from a vegetated surface, it will be seen that

the relatively small area of soil exposed by construction of a road or

trail may be of great importance from an erosion standpoint. Cattle

trails are a common source of gullying in pastures, particularly where

there is serious overgrazing. Man-made roads and trails, if care is

not taken to provide adequate erosion-protection, are no less sources

of danger to the integrity of the soil.

Experience has shown certain definite practices in connection

with road and truck-trail construction which are common causes of ex-

cessive erosion. Some of these result from improper planning and lo-

cation of roads. Roads are sometimes cleared to unnecessary widths,

with consequent unnecessary disturbance of protective soil covering.

Oeep cuts and high fills, with banks not properly back-sloped to pre-

vent sloughing and to permit revegetation, are common causes of ero-

sion. Valuable vegetative shelter such as trees or clumps of shrub-

bery are sometimes cleared away when different planning of the road or

trail would have preserved them.

The most common causes of erosion in connection with roads and

trails, however, arise out of faulty drainage practices. Permitting

undue concentration of drainage by failure to intercept water running

in the road itself, by failure to provide an adequate number of lead-

uff ditches along the road on sustained grades, or by bringing several

natural drainage channels to a common culvert or dip whose outlet is

not properly safeguarded against erosion, is a common source of dang-

er. Another source is drainage which involves faulty diversion, such

as giving drainage ditches excessive grade, or diverting them into ex-

isting gullies.

All of these factors, especially if they are aided by overgraz-

ing, tend to increase gully erosion and add to the difficulty of con-
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trol. Old roads and trails, if their drainage maintenance is ueglect-
eu, often become large gullies themselves, losing their usefulness as

roads aud forming a major source of gully erosion in the area they

traverse. Yet, if these daubers are recognized in making construction

r ians, roaus luay be changed from a menace to an aid to erosion con-

trol. Trail drainage may be designed and maintained in such a way as

IC afford positive erosion protection.

Sroaiofl control begins with the laying-out of the trail. In or-

oer to avoid unnecessary soil disturbance, trails should be limited,

within the maximum provided, to such width as will actually serve the

purpose. In timbered country the forester as well as the construction

man should be consulted. Where trees are scarce, locations which nec-

essitate cutting should be avoided. In any case, trail lines should

be located in such a manner as to avoid large trees and dense clumps.

Clearing should be limited to trees which are an actual obstacle to

ooastxnctioa and maintenance, and wider clearance for sunlight should

be avoided except where it is absolutely necessary. The removal of

shrubbery should follow these same principles. It should be remembered

that in grazed country wide clearance is both a direct and an indirect

cause of soil disturbance, for wide clearings are an invitation to

stock to concentrate along the roadway.

Once the road or trail is established, the greatest aid to ero-

sion control will come through proper drainage devices and practices.

In general the aim should be to avoid diverting water to, or releasing

it in, places wh*ch are likely to erode, and to avoid undue concentra-

tion of water. To that end, here are certain specific recommendations:

Outslope. Where material vtill permit, side hill sections
should be built on an outslope of t" to k

n per foot of width,
in order to avoid concentration of water. Insloping and

cross-drains should be resorted to where the soil is slippery
or to prevent erosion of fills.

Natural Drainage. Breaks in grade and variations in align-
ment are desirable in order to take advantage of natural

dips and to keep water from concentrating in or along roadway.

Parallel Ditches. Parallel ditches should be avoided. Where

they are necessary for any considerable distance, frequent

lead-off ditches should be built on a grade not exceeding h. of

ij and led to relatively flat, well-vegetated spots. In no

case should a ditch be turned loose into an existing gully or

where it may start a new gully.

Interception Znps. These devices take care of both surface

drainage and water collected from the sides. Their general

adoption will be very effective in minimizing erosion as well

as in reducing maintenance costs. They should be constructed

witn extreme care (in accordance with plan shown in accompany-

ing illustration) at intervals of from 200 to 500 feet, de-
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pHlitH on lhe £ ride °* lDe road. If properly built, pref-

erably with a rock core La toe water bar, they cause little
inconvenience to the driver. Painstaking instruction of

foremen is essential to insure satisfactory results.

Interception Ditches. Where these are necessary to keep
water out of roads they should be of ample size to carry run-
off and on gentle grades, usually not exceeding 1%.

Culuerts. Generally speaking, culverts are more likely to

induce erosion than are dips. Where it is necessary to in-
stall them, however, they should have suitable head struc-
tures, and, in addition, aprons of rock or other available
material to insure an even spill, and such devices as may be

necessary to permit spreading of the water. Dips crossing
natural channels should be provided with cut-off walls to
protect the road, and with aprons to prevent scouring.

The principle should be accepted and followed that it is the

lil builder's responsibility to check any erosion that might be

^a-sed or increased by his work. For example, necessary steps should

be taken to guard against formation of arroyos. If necessary, check

cams above and below the trail should be built. Head structures be-

low graaes snould be constructed to stop headward erosion, and simple

rock checks placed where needed to prevent deepening of drainage

ditches.

Where cuts are necessary, cut banks should be back-sloped to an

lagle of repose which will permit revegetation. Cuts on steep side-

hills requiring long back-slopes should be avoided as much as possible

by the locator. In fact, it should be his duty to avoid, as far as

practicable, routes which make control measures difficult or expensive.

Roads and trails which have been located and built in accordance

with sound erosion control practices will demand a minimum of mainten-

ance work, but some attention is, of course, necessary. Drainage

structures must be kept ic repair and should be subject to regular in-

spection. Old roadd whose drainage is long neglected often become

gullies, adding materially to the erosion problem. For that reason

this warning should be remembered: Whenever an old road is abandoned

Of relocated, it must be the duty of the trail-building agency to plug

i-ie.uately all abandoned sections. If the old trail is needed for

travel, interception dips and other devices should be installed to con-

trol drainage. The repair of an old road not only aids erosion con-

trol a out in many cases it saves money by removing the need of new con-

struction.

-0-
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